“Purandara Gurum Vande Dasa Sreshtam Dayanidhim”
Who does not enjoy Sangeetha Pitamaha’s devarnamas? In chaste Kannada,
with dripping devotion, enriched with honey of Ragas --- they are enjoyed by the
singer as well as the listener. Whenever I sing Dasara pada, I feel I have done
much punya in the previous birth to render them musically.
In 2020, I produced an AV album titled “Sree Krishna Madhuri” with 5
compositions of Annamacharya and 4 kritis of other popular composers. I
realised that it calls for extensive time, effort, energy, creativity and dedication
to do such a project, but it gave me immense satisfaction. I then had a desire to
do AV album exclusively with Purandara kritis. I approached Sri Purandara Dasa
Memorial Trust and was immensely grateful when Sri. Varadarajan Sir kindly
consented to support financially. In order to meet the total project cost, Sri.
Murali from Chennai based MeeraMaya Studios also extended financial support.
What followed can be attributed purely to His grace.
I selected eight Gems of Dasa krithis, embellished them with sloka, ugabhoga,
swara strings, alap, etc. There are two songs on Govinda, two on Krishna, two
on Rama, one on Shiva and one on Hanuman. The music direction was entrusted
to the veteran music director, Sri. Chami. Studio, artists were arranged. When
recording was completed, I felt extremely satisfactory because the singing and
the music scoring had come out very well. I was again fortunate to get Sri.
Narasimha Acharya, a devotee as well as dedicated professional as Director. Our
team with camera expert Sri. Pawan did the shooting in 4 wonderful locations -- Shantidhama, Mekedhatu Sangama, Udyana and the pristine premises of
Purandara Mantapa. A lot of time was spent and discussions done to ensure that
the audio, aesthetics, visuals and effects were excellent. The creative editing by

Sri Shivanand added magical divinity and each song came out beautifully in every
aspect.
The Ashirvachana by the Jeeyar Swamiji of Yadugiri Yathiraja Mutt was like
nectar--- Amruta vaani-- and added immense blessings to our project. I thank
everyone for their valuable support and I will always cherish the memories of
this endeavor. I thank viewers and subscribers who are constantly giving
encouraging comments and “likes” for the songs. I am sure you all would share
the songs with music lovers and devotees. PRANAAMS.

